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Abstract: This paper discussw the use of shared register channels as a data exchange mechanism among processorsin a fine-grained MIMD system with a load/store
architecture. A register channel is provided with a synchronization bit that is used to ensure that a processor
succeeds in reading a channel only after a value has
been written to the channel. The instructions supported
by this load/store architecture allow both registers and
register channels to be used as operand sources and
result destinations. Conditional load, store, and move
instructions are provided to allow processors to
exchange values through channels in presence of aliasing caused by array references. Compiler support
required to take proper advantage of channels is briefly
discussed. In contrast to a VLIW machine a system
with channels does not require strict lockstep operation
of its processors. This reduces the delays caused by
unpredictable events such as memory bank conflicts.

instructions fetched from a single stream of long instructions. The synchronization of the processors is
guaranteed by the hardware on a per instruction basis.
The long instruction word allows initiation of several
fine-granted operations in each instruction. A value
computed by a processorin one instruction is accessible
to the other processorsin the next instruction. The data
values are communicated among the processorsthrough
sharedregisters.
A VLIW machine has two main disadvantages.
First it cannot be used as a multiprocessor as there is a
single stream of instructions. The second disadvantage
arises due to events unpredictable at compile-time. For
example bank accessconflicts cannot always be avoided
since the operandsrequired for an operation may not be
known at compile-time due to the use of arrays and
pointers. The lockstep operation of multiple processors
makes the machine intolerant to delays caused by
unpredictable run-time events. The delay in the completion of any one of the operations in a long instruction
delays the completion of the entire instruction.
The Briarcliff Multiprocessor Project is developing a RISC based multiprocessor chip with a small
number of processors[8]. The processors on this chip
can execute relatively independent streams of instructions for exploiting loop level parallelism and also
exploit non-loop parallelism efficiently. The intetconnection potential of a multiprocessor chip is being
exploited to provide highly efficient register channels.
A combination of a mechanism for collective branching@] of processorsand data passing mechanism based
upon register channels is being used to exploit nonloop parallelism. A register channel is provided with a
synchronization bit which enforces proper synchronization during the sending of a value from one processorto
another processor. The collective branching mechanism
enablesa single processor to control the execution paths
taken by all the processors. The combination of register
channels and collective branching allows exploitation of
instruction level parallelism without strict lockstep
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1. Introduction
Compiler detected parallelism present in sequential programs is an important source of fine-grained
parallelism. This parallelism can be divided into two
broad categories, namely loop level parallelism and
non-loop parallelism. Shared memory multiprocessor
systems, such as the Encore, can exploit loop level
parallelism effectively. However, they cannot exploit
non-loop parallelism present in the sequential parts of a
Program. The Very Long Instruction Word
(VLIW)[2,3,5] architectures are a family of architectures that can effectively exploit fine-granted parallelism
present in sequential parts of a program. Compilers for
VLIW machines can detect and schedule non-loop
parallelism in sequential parts of the program and also
exploit loop level parallelism through loop unrolling and
software pipelining. A VLIW machine consists of multiple processors that operate in lockstep executing
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Although only a limited number of channels can be pn>vided this is not a drawback for the Briarcliff architecture as the channels are allocated by a pamllelizing compiler and are not visible at the language level.
In subsequentsections the overview of the channel basedarchitecture and the instructions supported by
the processorsto allow the use of register channels are
discussed. We demonstrate the usefulness of these
instructions in reducing memory load/store operations
even in the presence of aliasing. Fiiy,
a brief overview of instruction scheduling and channel allocation
processis provided.

operation of processors. Thus, delays caused by
unpredictable operations in a VLlW machine can be
potentially reduced. ‘The MIMD nature of the architecture also allows loop level parallelism to be exploited
effectively. The fuzzy barrier mechanism is suported in
hardware to allow synchronization of processorsduring
the execution of parallel loops. This mechanism prc~
vides tolerance to unpredictable delays in the progressof
different streams. Compile-time techniques are used to
End useful instructions that a processor can execute
while it is waiting for other processorsto arrive at the
barrier.
Techniques such as trace scheduling[4], region
scheduling[9], and software pipelining[l] developed for
LIW architectures will be used to generatecode for the
Briarcliff architecture. However, additional compiletime techniques to determine when channels should be
used must also be developed. The channels are a set of
registersthat are sharedby all the processors.In absence
of aliasing the compiler can precisely determine when a
value computed by one processor will be required by
another processor.Thus, it can use a register channel for
the communication of the value. This avoids memory
load/store instructions that would have been introduced
if the values were communicated through shared
memory. In presence of aliasing due to array accesses
memory load/store operations can still be avoided using
conditional channel load/store operations. Since the
channels are addressedas registers only a Exed number
of channels can be provided. This work demonstrates
the use of a Exed number of channels for exploiting
Ene-grainedparallelism.
The HEP[ 10,l I] multiprocessor provides potentially infinite number of channelsby adding a synchronization bit to every location in the shared memory and
the register set. This is highly desirable in HEP as the
channels are visible to the user at language level. The
channels implemented in memory do not allow high
speedcommunication among parallel stxeams.However,
this is not a drawback in HEP as it achieves high
throughput by creating a large number of streams and
issuing instructions from streamsthat are ready to execute. The HEP approach is not effective for the Briarcliff architecture. The channels will be used to exploit
tine-grained parallelism in a manner similar to VLlW
machines: thus the number of streams will equal the
number of processorsin the system. In such a system it
is essential to provide fast channels as memory latency
cannot be hidden by switching among different streams.
Register channels are much more efficient than memory
channels, e-specially in a load-store architecture.
Another desirable result of using register channels,
instead of memory channels. is that contention for
shared memory is reduced instead of being increased.

2. Overview of the Architecture
The multiprocessor chip being developedat Briarcliff contains a small number of RISC processors[8].
The interconnection potential of a multiprocessorchip is
being exploited to provide highly efficient hardware
synchronization mechanisms. The multiprocessor support provided preservesthe load/store nature of the processorarchitecture. The system is tolerant of unpredictable delays in the progress of individual instruction
streams. The combination of data passing mechanism
basedupon register channels and a mechanismfor collective hranching[8] of processors is being used to
exploit non-loop parallelism without strict lockstep
operation of processors. Thus, delays caused by
unpredictable operations in a VLlW machine can be
potentially reduced.

Figure 1: VLIW Architecture
Each processor is provided with a local set of
registers and is also allowed accessto a set of register
channels that it shareswith all the processorsin the sys29

tern. In Fig. 1 it is shown how processingelementsin a
VLIW architecture communicate through a sharedset of
registers. In Fig. 2 a MIMD architecture based upon
register channels is shown. The shared set of registers
in Fig. 1 have been replaced by a sharedset of register
channels. The processorsin Fig. 2 tammunicate through
the register channels but they no longer have to operate
in strict lockstep fashion. A register channel is provided
with a synchronization bit that is used to ensure that a
processor reading a channel does so only after another
processorhas written to the channel. The register channels are addressedand accessedin the same manner as
local registers available to each processor. Thus, using
register channels the processors can communicate at
high speed. The communication of values through
channelsenforces synchronization.
Channel 1FuWEmptv
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track as to who is reading or writing to a channel. Thus,
the channels can also be used as a substitute for local
registers in situations where a processorrequires more
registers than the number of local registersand channels
are not being used. The channels are also useful for
executing loop iterations in parallel. Across processor
loop carried dependenciescan also be enforced through
channels although this is not discussedin this paper.
+ to other processors

1
Figure 3: Collective Branching Mechanism
The collective branching mechanismallows a single processor to control the branching of all the processors through a global condition code that is replicated at
each processor. Modification of this global condition
code by any one processor causes the broadcastof the
global condition code which changes the condition code
at all the processors. The compiler schedules the
evaluation and testing of the condition on any one processor. The result of this test is then broadcast to the
remaining processors in the system through the
m-cation
of the global condition code. Hardware
support is provided to broadcast the branch bit. New
instructions for setting this global condition code bit and
performing the collective branch are added to the processorinsuuction set.
Corresponding to every regular instruction that
modifies the condition code, another special instruction,
test and broadcart (t&d), is provided. Execution of
tstbd not only sets the appropriate bits of the condition
code belonging to the executing processor, but also
broadcastsit to all other processorsin the system. The
processor that tests the condition then executes the
instruction branch on local condition code (blcc). The
remaining processorsthat receive the branch bits then
branch based upon the broadcast bit by executing the
instruction branch on special condition code (bscc).
Synchronization is needed to ensure that a new branch
bit is not sent to a processoruntil the previous branch bit
has been used. This synchronization is enforced using
the fuzzy barrier[6]. The fuzzy barrier synchronization
ensures that no processor can execute any instruction
following a barrier region till all processorshave com-

multiple
instruction
streams

Figure 2: MIMD Architecture with
Register Channels
By examining the data dependency graph for a
trace, which is a sequenceof basic blocks along an execution path in a program, the compiler determineswhich
operations can be executed in parallel and then
schedulesthem for execution on different processors. If
an operand needed for an operation scheduled on processorpi is computed by another processorpj , a channel
is used to send this operand from pj to p;. In addition,
the channels can also be usedto signal the occurrenceof
events. Onsider the situation in which an access
through a pointer p must not precede an assignment
through pointer q becausep and q may be aliasesfor the
samedata element A channel can be used to signal the
completion of the assignment as opposed to sending a
data value. A processor can read a value that it itself
wrote to a channel becausethe hardware does not keep
30

processorsafter barrier synchronization.
The above approach maintains the desirable
characteristic of allowing the streamsto drift relative to
one another. The drift is allowed becausethe processors
are not forced to execute their respective branch instructions simultaneously. On the other hand, in VLIW
machines the processorsoperate in strict lockstep mode.
Thus, if any one of the processorstakes longer to complete its operation all processors are delayed. Unexpected delays are caused in VLIW machines if the
memory bank containing the data value required for an
operation cannot be predicted at compile-time. After the
global condition code has been set, the processorsexecute their respectivebranch instructions in the order they
arrive at the branch instruction.

The shaded regions represent fuzzy barriers.

MEE
bscc

3. Channel Operations
The instruction set for the processors has been
extended not only to allow for collective branching but
also to perform channel operations. The new instructions added to the RISC processors maintains the
load/store nature of the architecture. Channels am read
and written by instructions in the samemanner as ordinary registers. Fig. 5 shows a typical RISC instruction
which reads operandsfrom sotucer and so(uce2and after
performing an operation specified by the opcodewrites
the result to the destination desr. The source and destination fields refer to registers in uniprocessorRISC architectures.In our architecture they refer to either a register
or a register channel. As indicated in Fig. 5 the bit
REGICHL indicates whether the field refers to a register
or a channel and the field REGKHLID provides the
specific register or channel id. The bit DESINDES
specifies whether the read or write to a channel is a destructive operation or a non-destructive operation. These
operations are later discussed in greater detail.
Although the channelsare globally sharedamong all the
processorsin the system, typically at any given point in
time a single pair of processors communicate using a
channel. This restriction is enforced by the compiler
which is responsible for the allocation of the channels.
The read and write operations that can be performed on
the channels are as follows:

bscc

Figure 4: Achieving Collective Branching
with Fuzzy Barriers
pleted the execution of instructions preceding their
respective barrier regions. The presence of barriers is
indicated by a special bit in each instruction. If this bit
is one the instruction falls in the barrier region and if it
is zero it is outside the barrier region.
In the example shown in Fig. 4, processorPr computes the branch condition, by executing the instruction
t&d, and all processorsare using the samebit to branch
together. Synchronization is needed to ensure that a
new branch bit is not sent to a processor until the previous branch bit has been used. This is achieved tbrough a
fuzzy barrier represented by shaded regions in Fig. 4.
The first barrier separatesthe rsrbd instruction and the
corresponding bscc instructions to ensure that processors
PZ, P3r and P4 execute the branch instruction after the
condition has been tested by PI. The second barrier
ensuresthat the branch bit is not overwritten by the next
execution of fstbd by PI until processorsP2, P3, and PI
have executed the branch instruction. By using the
fuzzy barrier the streamsare still allowed to drift as the
processorsmay execute their respective branch instructions at different times. In this case, the compiler should
schedule operations in such a manner that the branch
condition is evaluated as early as possible. This will
reduce the likelihood of processors stalling at the barrier. The fuzzy barriers are also used to enforce across
processordata dependenciesarising from parallel execution of loops with loop carried dependencies.A value
computed by a processorand written to memory prior to
barrier synchronization is available to the remaining

CLEAR - The channel is cleared by setting the synchronization bit to zero which indicates that the channel
is empty. This instruction is used to initialize channels
to empty at the beginning of the program.
NON-DESTRUCTIVE READ - If the channel is
empty the reader is blocked till another processorwrites
to the channel. Once the channel is full the read can take
place. The synchronization bit is left unchanged: thus
the value can be read again from the channel.
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Figure 5: Register Channel Read/Write Instructions

Figure 6: Conditional LOAD, STORE,
and MOVE Instructions

DESTRUCTIVE READ - If the channel is full the
value is read and the synchronization bit is set to zero
indicating that the channel is empty. If the channel is
empty the reader blocks till another processorwrites to
the channel.

condition code is one, i.e., the condition is true, then the
load is not issued. On the other hand if the condition is
false the value from the specified memory address
(MEMADDRS) is loaded into the specitied channel
(CHANNEL).

NON-DESTRUCTIVE WRITE - If the channel is
empty the value is written and the synchronization bit is
set to one indicating that the channel is full. If the channel is full the writer blocks till the channel becomes
empty.

Conditional Store (STCND) - If the specified condition is true the store is not carried out. If the condition is
false the value from the specified channel or register
(CHLIREG) is stored into the specified memory address
(MEMADDRS ).

DESTRUCTIVE WRITE - The value is written and
the synchronization bit is set to one indicating that the
channel is full. Thus, if the channel was full prior to a
destructive write the old value is destroyed.
Some conditional instructions are provided to
allow generation of efficient code in the presence of
potential aliasing. In uniprocessor architectures correct
execution of code is achieved by not assigning a register
to potential aliases. Thus, every time an alias is
used/computedits value is read/written horn/to memory
using a load/store instruction. Load/store instructions
create memory traffic and the code takes longer to execute as compared to the code generated when registers
are assignedto the variables. In a multiprocessor system
the problem of memory traffic is even more severe and
therefore it would be desirable to reduce memory traffic
by avoiding loads/stores even in the presenceof aliasing. Although a data element can have an arbitrary
number of aliases, in practice most data elements have
only two aliases. If there is a potential aliasing problem
due to two array accessesthen conditional load, store,
and move instructions can be used to generateefficient
code. These new instructions are described next and
later in this section their use is illustrated through an
example.

Conditional Move (MVCND) - If the specified condition code bit is one, i.e., the condition is true, then the
contents of (REGICHL 1) are moved to REGICHL2, otherwise the move is ignored.
3.1. Read and Write Operations
At the beginning of a program all channels are
empty. To send an one word messagefrom one processor to another the sender uses a nondestructive write
and the reader uses a destructive read. However, if the
value is to be usedmore than once non-destructive reads
are used in all but the last use and a destructive read is
used during the last use of the value. In the example
shown in Fig. 7(i) processorPI computesthe value of A
and send it to Pz through a channel. This value is read
using a nondestructive read by Pt becauseit is required
by PI later on. In the example shown in Fig. 7(ii) processorPI computesthe value of A which is used by processor P2 twice. Processor P2 performs a nondestructive read during the first use and a destructive
read during the last use.
If a value written to a channel is no lOnger useful
it can be overwritten using a destructive write. In the
example shown in Fig. 8(i) the value of A computed by
PI is used by P2 is the true branch is taken. Thus it is

Conditional Load (LDCND) - If the specified bit in the
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Figure 7: Channel Read Operations
Figure 8: Channel Write Operations

written to a channel. However, if the false branch is
takenthe value of A is not live. In this branchthe same
channel can be used in the false branch. However, a
destructivewrite to the channelmust be usedso that the
old value of A can be discardedin the process.In the
exampleshown in Fig. 8(ii) the first value of A computed by P 1 may or may not be used by Ps. When Pr
computesA the secondtime the channelC1may or may
not be empty. Thus, P2 performsa destructive write oxi
channelC1 to passthe secondvalue of A to Pz. These
examplesdemonstmtethat if appropriatechoiceof channel operations is made the channels can be used as
efficientlyas local registers.
The decisions to use destructive or nondestructive read and write informations can only be
madeif global data flow information is available. The
defuse and use-defchains,which provide us with a list
of usesfor a definition and list of definitionsthat reacha
particular use, are computed.Basedupon this information it can be determinedwhethera useof a definitionis
the last useor additionalusesmay follow.

3.2. Conditional Operations

Considerthe fragmentof sequentialcode shown
below in Fig. 9. If the compiler cannotdeterminethat i
and j always have different values then a[i] and a(i]
can be potential aliases for the same atray element.
Thus. the assignmentto a [i] mustbe carriedout prior to
an accessto u [i] to ensurecorrect results. Traditionally
in such casesthe storefor statementSr is generatedand
a load for statementS2 is generated(see Fig. 9(i)).
However, it would be preferableif in situationswhere i
and j havethe samevalue the valueof u[i] is kept in a
register and usedduring executionof statementSZ. In
context of the fine-grainedarchitectureif statementSt
and statementS2arebeing executedon differentptocessors then we would like to pass the value of u [i I from
one processorto another through a channel if i and j
have the samevalue. The conditional load and move
instructionsallow us to achievethis effect.
In the code shown in Fig. 9(h) P1 computesu[i]
into a channelso that it is availableto processorPz. A
conditionalload is usedby processorPZto avoid issuing
a load instruction if i and j have the samevalue. To
33

St: 3[i] = .
s2: .. = iqj]
0)

P,

St: a[i] = ,._
&: au] = ..
p2

store a[i] into mem

compute value of a[i] into a register R
store value of au] into memory
store if i=j R->a(i] in memory

I......“.
LOAD au] from memory

..I.... .....

Figure 10: Conditional Store Operation
(ii)

PI

p2

compute a[i] into channel C
store 3[il into memory(iii)

PI

p2

compute a[il into channel C
store a[il into memory

correct results. Using a conditional store instruction the
fmt store to memory can be eliminated as follows. The
value of D[i] is computed into a local register R . The
vahe of a [i] is stored into memory. The value a [i] in R
is now stored into memory using a conditional store.
Thus, if i and j have the samevalue the store will not be
issued and memory traffic will be reduced. Thus, using
conditional instructions the memory traffic can be
reduced in presenceof aliasing. Furthermore, the values
are communicated between processorsusing channels
whenever possible.

...........
LOAD if i==j C c- au]
from memory

\u

LOAD au ] from memory
into register R
.MOVE if ix] C ->R

Figure 9: Conditional Load and Move Operations

4. Compiler Support for Utilizing Channels
Code generation for the fine-grained MIMD architecture described in this paper is based upon trace
scheduling and it involves three major steps[4]. In the
first step the compiler constructs traces, which are
sequencesof basic blocks that lie along an execution
path in the program and they do not cross loop boundaries. A data dependency graph for the trace is constructed and an instruction schedule is generated
exploiting the parallelism available in the data dependency graph. The compiler repeatedly traces out paths
and generates instruction schedules till the entire program has been processed. By examining traces, instead
of individual basic blocks, the compiler can exploit
parallelism acrossbasic blocks. Every time two ptocessors exchange a data value synchronization may not be
required. Through analysis the compiler identifies and
eliminates redundanr synchronimfions. Finally the
compiler carries out channel assignment to all nonmdundant synchronizations. Next the three steps mentioned above are briefly described.Further details can be
found in[7].

further hide the latency of memory access due to the
load performed by processor P2 the approach shown in
Fig. 9(Z) can be taken. The value of u b] is loaded by
P2 into a local register R . A conditional move is used to
overwrite this value by the value of a [i] computed by P 1
if i and J’ have the samevalue. The comparison of i and
i can be scheduled early in the schedule by the compiler. Thus, if aliasing is absentprocessorPZ can execute
the conditional MOVE instruction even before the value
of a[i] has been computed by PI. Using the conditional
load and move instructions we have successfully
replaced an unconditional synchronization in the
schedule of Fig. 9(i) by a conditional synchronization
in the solutions described in Fig. 9(ii) and 9(iii). This
not only improves the quality of the schedulesbecauseit
avoids unnecessarydelays due to synchronization of the
processorsbut also reduces memory traffic. However,
there is some additional cost associatedwith conditional
synchronizations. In Fig. 9(ii) anf 9(iii) a test to check
whether i was equal to j had to be performed. However, the test need not be a part of the conditional
load/move instruction. The test (i=j) could have been
performed prior to the conditional load/move instruction
and during the conditional load/move instruction the
appropriate bit in the condition code could have been
examined.
The example in Fig. 10 illustrates the use of a conditional store instruction. Again we assume that a[i]
and alj] could be potential aliases for the same array
element. In the traditional approach the storesfor SI and
St will be performed in the correct order to ensure

4.1. Instruction Scheduling
An instruction scheduling algorithm that generates
schedulesfor exploiting parahelism hasbeen developed.
The schedules that require less communication among
the processors are chosen. This is because a fixed
number of channels are available in the system and we
would like to enforce maximum number of crossprocessor dependenciesusing these channels. Some of
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the key features of the scheduling algorithm are discussednext.
Consider an operation in a DAG that receives its
two operands from two other operations in the same
DAG. If all three operations are assigneddifferent processorstwo channels will be required to enforce the data
dependencies due to the two operands. Without
sacrificing any parallelism the operation requiring the
two operands can be assigned to one of the processors
assigned to the operations that compute the operands.
This will reduce the number of channels required to one
channel.
For a computation containing more parallelism
than the processors in the system are able to exploit
schedules requiring a larger number of channels may
exist. However, equally fast processor assignments
requiring fewer channels may exist. To generateassignments of this type the following approach is taken. First
of all the scheduling is carried out in a top down fashion
instead of the bottom up fashion usedby list scheduling.
As a result this strategy will generatethe last instruction
to be executed first and the first instruction to be executed last. Preference is given to nodes with maximum
height, where the height of a node is the length of the
longest path from the node to the bottom of the DAG.
Next, if the number of operations ready to be scheduled
is greater than or equal to the number of processors,then
several nodes from the subgraphsrooted at these nodes
are scheduledon each of the processors.When an entire
subgraph is scheduled the operations are scheduled by
traversing the graph in a top down and breadth first
fashion. By scheduling the operations in the above
fashion the number of channelsneededis reduced.
We would like the schedulerto generateschedules
that distribute the work equally among the processors
and hence provide earlier finish times. This feature is
easily encoiporated into the scheduling algorithm by
ensuring that when entire subgraphsof nodes are being
scheduled on the processors, the number of nodes
scheduledon each processorequals the number of nodes
in the smallest subgraphs. Thus, this scheduling algorithm tries to minimize the number of channels needed
without sacrificing the degreeof parallelism exploited.
After the generation of an instruction schedule
some bookkeeping tasks must be performed. At the
points in the control flow graph where two traces meet,
compensation code must be inserted to ensure that the
channels are in proper state. This is analogous to introduction of code to carry out data movements at the
beginning of a trace for a VLlW machine and is handled
in a similar fashion[3].

4.2. Eliminating Redundant Synchronizations
Every time a processor generates a value for
another processor a channel may not be needed. If the
processorusing the value is guaranteedto read the value
after it has been generated by the other processor then
the value can be transmitted through shared memory
without explicitly synchronizing the two processors.
Before channels are actually assigned, the instruction
schedules can be examined to eliminate those crossprocessordependenciesthat are automatically ensuredif
the remaining dependencies are enforced using channels. The redundant synchronizations are arcs that can
be eliminated by examining those arcs that result from
conputing the transitive closure of other arcs. The elimination of the redundant synchronizations can be carried
out in any order. This is due to the following result. Let
(Wi,Ri)->(WjJtj)
denote that guaranteeing the write
before read order for (WiRi) automatically guarantees
the write before read order for (WjJ?j). The relation ->
is transitive. Thus, the order in which the redundant
synchronizations are eliminated has no bearing on the
final outcome.
The algorithm for the removal of redundant synchronizations consists of three steps. In the first step a
graph is constructed, the nodes of which are the nodes
from the DAG. The edges in the graph represent the
order in which the operations must be performed to
ensure cross-processor dependencies. In addition the
nodes scheduled on the same processor are also connected by edgesto indicate the order in which they will
be executed. In the second step the graph constructed is
traversed to determine for each operation node n
scheduledon a processor,the earliest instructions in the
schedulesfor the other processorsthat must wait for the
completion of n. This information essentially represents
additional synchronizations referred to as implied synchronizations, that are guaranteedif the cross-processor
dependenciesare enforced. Finally the above information is used to eliminate the redundant synchronizations.
This is achieved by inspecting a cross-processordependency and determining if it is automatically enforced by
another dependencyin which caseit can be eliminated.
4.3. Channel Assignment
The algorithm described here tries to minimize the
number of channels used by reusing the channels. Initial
discussion will assume that unlimited number of channels are available. However, later a modification to the
algorithm so that it functions for a fixed number of channels is described. The use of a channel can be denoted
as a pair of operations consisting of a write followed by
a read (WiJ?i), where the write and read operations are
performed by different processors.The goal of the channel allocation algorithms is to assign a channel for each
35

5. Summary and Conclusion
In this paper a MIMD architecture based upon
register channels was described. This architecture
exploits finegrained parallelism in sequential programs
in a manner similar to VLIW machines. The use of
channels should provide improvement in performance
over VLIW machines as the multiple processorsare no
longer constrained to execute in lockstep. The use of
register channels in straightline code allows prczessors
to drift and thus provides tolerance to delays caused by
events unpredictable at compile-time. The collective
branching mechanism together with the fuzzy barrier
allows processors to drift across branch instructions.
Compile-time techniques for allocation of register channels were presented.
An alternative approach for implementing channels is to provide dedicated channels from each processor to every other processor.This is easier to implement
in hardware because a channel is no longer globally
accessible to all processors.By introducing a queue of
fixed length, effectively multiple channels can be provided between a pair of processors. The allocation of
such channels is a trivial task.

such pair of operations and minimize the number of
channels used in the process. To minimize the number
of channels used, several pairs of write-read’s are
mappedto the samechannel.
The channels can be safely reused only if certain
conditions are true. In particular the same channel is
allocated for (Wi,f&) and (WjPj) if and only if, the precise orderings for the reads and writes are known at
compile-time and the writes are not performed by the
sameprocessor. The algorithm presentedhere allocates
channels in such a way that a channel is reusedonly if it
can be guaranteed that at the point of reuse the channel
will be free. Thus, it is guaranteedthat at run-time a processorwriting to a channel never blocks due to the channel being full. A channel is used for writing by a processoronly if The algorithm takes one channel at a time
and tries to resolve as many non-redundant crossprocessor dependencies as possible. This process is
repeatedly employed using additional channels till all
dependencieshave been enforced.
The technique described above assumedthat there
is an unlimited number of channels available. However,
in practice the number of channels will be fixed by a
specific hardware implementation. Next it is shown how
the above algorithms can be applied even if the number
of channels is fixed. As long as there is a single channel
dedicated from each processor to every other processor,
any schedule can be correctly executed. This observation is used to ensure that all dependencies can be
enforced using a fixed number of channels.
The total number of channels is divided into two
groups Unconstrained and Constrained. The number of
channels in the Constrained set is the number of ordered
pairs of processorsthat require the use of a channel due
to cross-processordependencies.This is the minimum
number of channels needed to enforce all dependencies.
The remaining channels are put in the Unconstrained
set. The channel assignment algorithm allocates channels from the Unconstrained set and attempts to resolve
as many dependenciesas possible. During this process,
if all dependencies for an ordered processor pair get
resolved then the channel reserved for this pair in the
Constrained set can be moved to the Unconstrained set.
The channels are allocated until either all dependencies
have been resolved or the Unconstrained set is empty. In
the latter case it is guaranteed that the Const,rained set
will have enough channels to resolve the remaining
dependencies. Assignment of the same channel to
enforce all remaining dependenciesfrom one processor
to another in the final step of the algorithm will result in
schedules that may execute slower as a processor may
have to wait between performing successive writes to
the channel.
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